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1) COMPANY OVERVIEW

Taurus Armas S.A. is a Brazilian firearms manufacturer headquartered in the city of

São Leopoldo, in the state of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. Founded in 1939 in the city

of Porto Alegre, Taurus today is the largest firearms manufacturer in Brazil, having

manufactured approximately 260,000 weapons in the first three months of 2020

alone. Taurus is currently the largest exporter of foreign firearms to the US market,

surpassing Austrian manufacturer Glock. It also exports its products to more than 70

countries and employs more than 2,600 employees.

In addition to weapons, it is active in the accessories, helmets, containers, and

plastics segments. The company is also active in metal injection molding (MIM).

Taurus is a publicly traded Strategic Defense Company. Since 2014, the

state-controlled Companhia Brasileira de Cartuchos has become Taurus' main

shareholder. Headquartered in São Leopoldo (RS), the company exports to more

than 100 countries. It has three plants, two in Brazil and one in the United States.

Founded in 1939 as Forjas Taurus, the company was created by a group of five

partners. In 1949, with the end of World War II and the facilitation of imports, it

became a corporation.

In the early 1970s, Forja Taurus incorporated the equipment of the British tool brand

Ifesteel. From this process Taurus Ferramentas Ltda. was born. In the 1960s Taurus

passed its stock control to a foreign company. However, in 1977, control returned to

a national company, Polimetal. In 1980 total control was acquired by the subsidiary

Indústria e Comércio Beretta. In 1981 Taurus International Manufacturing Inc. (TIMI)

was inaugurated in Miami. In 1986 Taurus began producing helmets. In 1990 it

bought Mecanótica, expanding its production of motorcycle equipment. In 2011 the

company joined the Level 2 listing segment of the stock exchange, then

BM&FBovespa. The segment requires a higher degree of corporate governance than

the minimum required by law. Taurus is listed with common (TASA3) and preferred

(TASA4) shares, it is also on the fractional market (TASA3F and TASA4F).



2) SECTOR OVERVIEW

The National Instant Background Check System (NICS) is an indicator of criminal

background checks and is used for clearance on firearms sales. In this analysis, we

will use it to look at the demand for guns in the US. Looking at 2021, it was a year

with demand above the historical average, but lower than 2020, a record year for the

US gun market.

*

*Expansion of market share in the United States: in 2021, Taurus's sales volume

increased by 23.4% in relation to the previous year, at the same time as the NICS

indicator showed a drop of 12.2%.

Analyzing the fall in NICS between 2020 and 2021 and the +23 percent growth in

Taurus Armas' sales in the USA, there was a gain in the company's market share.

Besides increasing its share in the revolver market, in which Taurus Armas is the

leader, the company also grew its share in the pistol market. In consolidated terms,

the company presented growth of +30 percent, driven by the American market, but

also by the improvement in sales here in Brazil.



3) RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES

For 2022, even with the slowdown in the demand for guns in the USA, the company

shows that its growth should be sustained by gains in market share and by the

margin to increase its prices. With the better quality of its products and the

consolidation of its brand in the USA, Taurus Armas wants to continue stealing
market share from its competitors, especially with better added value products,

such as the GX4 pistol. With lower costs than its competitors - because it produces

in Brazil and assembles in the USA - we see that Taurus should increase its portfolio

and improve its mix of higher value products.

It is also worth mentioning that the company's operation in India should start in the

middle of this year, after delays due to the pandemic. The company also said that it

believes in the potential for large bids in the country and in its more relevant

presence in the Asian market. In Brazil, it is a risk to be sometimes known as a

"monopoly", or to go through a lot of internal structuring so that governance is not

compromised. But there is also the opportunity to be recognized with quality

products and services, serving different possible purchase purposes, from defense

weaponry to sport shooting.

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=whd04r_l5NQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=whd04r_l5NQ


4) PAST STOCK PERFORMANCES AND FUTURE PROJECTIONS

Taurus Armas released its balance sheet for the 4th quarter of 2021 (4Q21) on

March 15, after the market closed, and presented positive results, continuing the

strong performance of the previous quarter. Compared to 4Q20, revenues were up

by +39 percent, Ebitda by +90 percent, and profit fell by -26 percent due to

non-recurring effects. Year-to-date, revenue grew +47 percent, Ebitda +110 percent,

and profit +141 percent.

*

*The EBITDA for 2021 reached the R$ 1 billion mark, surpassing the accumulated

result of the last two fiscal years (2019 + 2020) by 66.5%.

The growth in revenue and the control of costs and expenses reflected in a +90

percent growth in Ebitda in 4Q21. In the year, the company reached an Ebitda of 1

billion reais, up +110 percent compared to 2021. In addition, the company's

efficiency gains in recent years were reflected in the expansion of margin, which

closed the year at 36.7 percent, up +10.9 p.p. The company had a drop in profit of

-26 percent in 4Q21 due to income tax deferral, which boosted profit in 4Q20. For
the year, profit was up +121 percent, and nothing justifies the performance

projection for the coming years better than this.



5) PEER COMPARISON CONFRONTING SIMILAR INDICATORS

Taurus Armas S.A. (TASA4.SA)

Raytheon Technologies Corporation (RYTT34.SA)*



Sturm, Ruger & Company, Inc. (RGR)**

Smith & Wesson Brands, Inc. (SWBI)***



*Raytheon Technologies is a major U.S. military supplier and industrial corporation

that primarily manufactures commercial and military weapons and electronics.

**Ruger is a firearms manufacturing company founded in 1949 in Southport,

Connecticut.

***Smith & Wesson is the largest firearms manufacturer in the United States,

headquartered in Springfield. Founded in 1852 by Horace Smith and Daniel B.

Wesson, the company produces revolvers, pistols, ammunition, and also fighting

knives.

6) CONCLUSIONS

Finally, after years of difficulties, Taurus Armas is on its way to becoming one of the

best cases of restructuring on the stock exchange. The objective now is to

consolidate itself as the largest manufacturer of light weapons in the world. For this,

the company wants to be a production hub in Brazil and export for assembly in the

USA and India.

For 2025, the company intends to reach the production of 15 thousand units per day;

currently, it is at 10.7 thousand units per day. We still won't see a triple-digit growth in

2022, due to the slowdown in the American market, but even so the growth should

be high.

Taurus Armas' strong growth has been driven by expanding its capacity and

improving its machinery. The company changed dramatically with the change of

controller in 2018. Weapons designs were overhauled. Quality has improved

absurdly, and new products with more technology and consumer appeal have been

released. Thus, trading at just 3x historical Ebitda and with the prospect of continued

growth in the US and its positioning in Asia, we continue to be positively surprised by

Taurus Armas' performance and maintain the buy recommendation.
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